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Scanalytics Inc. Delivers Detailed
Analytics of Customer Flow in Your
Business Space
Intel’s retail solutions partner Scanalytics Inc. makes it easier for retailers and
other brick-and-mortar businesses to gain the advantages of data analytics
Data-driven decision-making delivers ROI

Brick-and-mortar businesses—from retailers to event venues, healthcare facilities,
hotels, and commercial spaces—can derive significant advantages from gathering
and analyzing data about consumer behavior patterns. Data analytics allows
retailers to increase sales per visit, improve inventory management, and enhance
experiences by offering the products and services customers are looking for.
According to McKinsey & Company, data analytics has the potential to increase
net retailer margins by as much as 60 percent.1 Data analytics allows retailers to
take advantage of strategies like market basket analysis, which can assess which
products get a boost when adjacent products go on sale. Predictive product
pipelines can be enabled, which optimizes inventory planning based on demand.
Research findings show that a typical retailer loses about four percent of total sales
due to items being out of stock. 2
The ability to take advantage of data analytics is a core competency for virtually
every online retailer. Brick-and-mortar businesses, however, have struggled to find
cost-effective ways to gain the same advantages—until now. Scanalytics, together
with Intel, has developed a simple solution that offers retailers and other brick-andmortar businesses precise data insights into their customers’ behavior. Scanalytics
SoleSensor* intelligent floor sensors track foot traffic with remarkable accuracy and
deliver data-based insights that can improve almost every aspect of business.

Analyzing foot traffic delivers business insights
Understanding foot traffic is one of the most valuable insights for any brick-andmortar retailer, event exhibitor, building manager, or other business that interacts
with customers in a physical space. A detailed analysis of foot traffic can help a
retailer understand whether their displays are working to increase sales. Foot
traffic analysis can inform the business owner which products receive the most
attention in order to optimize placement. For exhibitors at trade shows, analyzing
foot traffic can reveal whether their messages are connecting with visitors.
Analytics can help businesses understand wait times to optimize staff schedules
and help building managers maximize energy efficiency.

How can detailed foot traffic data help businesses?
• Optimize product placement
• Understand consumer behavior
patterns
• Improve staff scheduling
• Offer an edge to the sales force
• Analyze the performance of displays

• Monitor dressing-room traffic to see
open rooms
• Predict demand and traffic patterns
• Optimize supply chain and
procurement
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IoT intelligence comes to brick and mortar
Scanalytics SoleSensor is an intelligent floor sensor that tracks every step a customer or visitor takes. This data is processed
in the cloud and sent to end users via data dashboards for analysis. Smart gateways powered by Intel® technology are also
employed and can provide edge analysis that leads to real-time insights and alerts right on the sales floor.
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Figure 1. Scanalytics combines the SoleSensor intelligent floor sensor with Intel® architecture–based smart gateways and the
API to deliver a simple yet powerful cloud-based analytics solution.

Simple deployment, powerful insights
Understand your customers’ experiences

By tracking customer movement within a physical space,
you can develop detailed heat maps that show you which
products or displays are engaging them and which aren’t.
Detailed heat maps and analysis also give you visibility into
the experiences your customers are having. Are customers
encountering long wait times or wandering around trying
to find someone to talk to? Is there something in your space
that is causing friction in their experience and inhibiting
purchase decisions? Scanalytics can help you answer these
questions and many more.

Cloud-based solution with edge analytics

SoleSensor sends tracking data to the cloud via smart
gateways on-site. By taking advantage of the advanced
cloud platform, you can analyze this data in a variety
of ways, including PCs and mobile devices.

Easy-to-deploy tracking

Some traffic tracking solutions, such as video camera– or
Wi-Fi–based systems, are very complex, and implementing
them requires a high degree of technical knowledge.
However, you can install SoleSensor technology at your
site in a relatively short time and by a nontechnical staff
member.

Greater accuracy

SoleSensor intelligent floor sensors capture foot traffic
with greater precision than other methods. Camera-based
tracking is not only costly and complex to deploy, it also
provides only a 70 to 90 percent representation of the actual
traffic. Beacon- and Wi-Fi–based trackers can capture less
than half. SoleSensor, however, captures the majority of
traffic and can track strollers, carts, and children—
something the other methods have trouble achieving.

Exceptional flexibility

SoleSensor can also be used in a wide variety of business
strategies. Businesses can lease SoleSensor arrays for one day
or for years, so they can meet the needs of a one-time event
or long-term data gathering. There are several sizes, including
one perfectly sized to measure elevator traffic, which, among
other advantages, helps enable smart building insights to
reduce energy expenditures and improve tenant satisfaction.

Completely anonymous

Today’s shoppers are very wary of giving away personal
data. Most would shy away if they knew their movements
were being tracked via their faces or their mobile device
signal. SoleSensor data, however, is 100 percent anonymous.
Retailers never have to worry about compromising a
customer’s privacy in order to gather data about their
shopping choices.
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Product Display

Figure 2. Tracking foot traffic with SoleSensors allowed a retailer to measure the effectiveness of their promotion.

Scanalytics helped a retailer increase promotional ROI
A high-involvement goods retailer planned a five-day sale showcasing new products and accessories. The retailer wanted to
determine whether its marketing efforts and promotions were effectively driving more people to the store and boosting sales.

Need for change

The retailer was using beam counters to understand the number of customers they received on a daily basis. This technology
only counted something when it passed the beam, and could not distinguish between groups of people or determine how they
interacted with sales displays. The counters could not even confirm whether customers entered the store or left after opening
the door. With just two 4’ x 6’ SoleSensor arrays, Scanalytics accurately measured customer traffic in and out of the store.

Insights gained
• A significant portion of shoppers
approaching the entrance didn’t fully
engage with the store
• The sale had a positive impact on in-store
traffic, but it diminished over time
• Most of the traffic boost happened in the
first day

Recommendations made
• Alert staff when a shopper hesitates at the
entrance, so they can greet them
• Increase staffing for the first day of the sale
event to capitalize on increased traffic
• Increase marketing and offers for the final
days of the sale
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Service Desk
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Figure 3. Measuring how attendees interacted with the entrance to an event revealed a number of insights.

Healthcare client improves event analytics ROI by 300 percent using SoleSensor
A major senior housing and care organization wanted detailed measurements of attendee behavior to see how foot traffic
fluctuated based on the event schedule and how visitors engaged with their displays and their staff.

The need for change

Previous attempts to monitor attendees for this organization involved a camera-based analytics system that captured data for
only a fraction of the attendees. In order to accurately assess how attendees engaged with their displays and representatives,
the customer needed a system capable of capturing detailed information for all attendees.

Insights delivered

Recommendations made

• Traffic was much higher between sessions

• Ensure that staff is available between sessions and that
breaks are scheduled accordingly

• One of the entrance zones received 28 percent more traffic
• Relatively few people attended the catered breakfast
• Attendance decreased the final day of the event

• Increase sponsorship costs for areas with more traffic
• Reduce the food and beverage expenses for the breakfast,
or increase the promotions
• Develop a promotional offering to drive traffic for the final
day of the event
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A major step in understanding the
customer journey
Digital transformations have long since left the confines of
the Internet and come into the physical spaces of brick-andmortar businesses. At the heart of these transformations
is the ability to better understand the customer journey.
With social listening, loyalty analytics, and other datadriven approaches, businesses can gain insights into the
way customers think and feel. Scanalytics SoleSensor can
provide an accurate picture of the most important aspect
of understanding the customer journey: what customers
actually do when they’re ready to make a purchase. Armed
with this information, retailers and other businesses can
optimize every aspect of their operations.

Learn more about Scanalytics
Please visit scanalyticsinc.com.

Explore Intel-based solutions for IoT
Please visit intel.com/iot.
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